GUIDING YOU TO
BETTER BUSINESS
CUSTOMER GUIDANCE SOLUTIONS

DESIGNED
TO CREATE
THE OPTIMAL
JOURNEY
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PROMOTING THE FLOW.
The flow of customers through your shop is
crucial for a healthy business. The stronger
the shopper stream, the better the business
prospects. Therefore you want to provide the
best possible journey for your customers, and
a satisfying shopping experience. From an
inviting entrance, through clearly delineated
paths, leading to various service points such
as the deli counter, and ending in a simple
and easy transaction at the checkout.
ITAB Guidance provides the global retail
industry with innovative and reliable solutions
for customer guidance and loss prevention.
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TICKETING SYSTEMS. Maintain an orderly
shopping experience with a straightforward
ticketing system at the deli counter.

IMPROVING
CUSTOMER
SCREEN WALLS guide
and direct customers.
Transparent so can still
provide clear sightlines
and noise reduction.

BUMPER RAILS AND DAMAGE
PROTECTORS guide the carts
and reduce damage and
wear and related costs.
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ENTRANCE AND GUIDANCE
EQUIPMENT. An open, inviting
entrance creates a positive first
impression. In a mall this can
determine which shop gets
visited.

IN-QUEUE MERCHANDISING.
Flexible solutions for additional
shopping opportunities and
increased revenue while waiting.

THE
FLOW

SELF-CHECKOUT SCANNERS
AND AUTOMATIC EXIT GATES.
A good and secure exit
solution is dependable and
releases staff from conducting surveillance to providing
service.

ALL THE WAY EVERYWHERE.
Guidance products are what greet customers
as they arrive, help them along their store
paths, and what see them off at the exit.
You might say that they help define the whole
shopping experience, guiding the flow and
helping tie the whole customer journey
together. It is certainly a key consideration
when designing your space...

Let us guide you on the path to success when
planning your next retail project!
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ENTRANCE AND GUIDANCE EQUIPMENT

A FIRST IMPRESSION
WITH LASTING BENEFITS
The customer’s first impression
of your shop is formed by the
entrance. It is a decisive moment
in determining their future attitude
towards your brand. Because first
impressions last, as they say, it
should feel tempting and inviting.

At the same time, the entrance must be
controlled, securely restricting unauthorised
exits. And doing so without appearing
narrow or congested, even at peak times.
With the right gates and configuration,
it can be achieved while preserving the
overall appeal of your shop.
Trust us!

THE SECURE FUNCTION
detects attempts to leave
through entry-gates and
prohibits backflow.

GLASS ARMS
WITH LED LIGHTS
can switch colour
to indicate mode
setting, or blink
to signal forced
opening.

CHILDSAFE IS A FUNCTION
that prevents gate arm
opening e.g. if a child on the
inside risks being pinched.
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CARING FOR BOTH
CUSTOMERS & BUSINESS.

Gates with adjustable open
times can be fine-tuned for
perfect performance
in each case.

Taking care of your customers also means
taking care of future revenue. Installing entry
gates with full safety features is an obvious
solution.
When you choose ITAB products you can
be sure not only of stylish, robust equipment
but also comprehensive safety functions.
Features like emergency breakouts and
Child-Safe functionality are available.
And you can rest assured that all products
meet European safety standards and are
CE marked wherever required.

The right gate configuration
and setting reduces risk of
unauthorized exit.

Our automatic gates are
adaptable with interfaces
for fire alarms and
computer control etc.

IN ”WELCOME” MODE
gates are open by
default and only close
in case of irregular exit
attempts.
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COMMITTED
TO SOLUTION
THAT MAXIM
SECURITY
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PROTECTING THE PROFIT.
Maintaining business health relies on keeping
profit margins secure and viable. The flow of
customer traffic must be managed to minimize
disruptions and theft. With retailers’ profits being
squeezed by rising rents and wages, and online
competition, there is no leeway for losses through
store shrinkage. The open, barrier-free look that
invites your customers into your store must also
provide protection against shoplifters.
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OUR LARGE RANGE
OF EXIT EQUIPMENT
offers everything from
low-costs standard to
high-tech premium
solutions.

POS-CONNECTED OR
STAND-ALONE SCANNERS.
Optional built-in scanner/
separate scanner pole
can self-validate receipt
codes – or be operated
by remote manual or
automatic control.

WELL-DESIGNED,
LOW-KEY BARRIERS
secures integrity
discretely for the
checkout zone.

SECURE SOLUTIONS FOR THE CHECKOUT ARENA

A SECURE EXIT STRATEGY
ENSURES A FAIR DEAL
Security issues are a rising concern
within the retail sector. This unfortunately is due partly to rising
crime trends, but also partly to a
decrease in staffing ratios and an
increasing demand for self-service.
With customers entrusted with a greater
responsibility for SCO payments, the store
equipment and infrastructure needs to
provide greater security. The checkout
arena needs to be defined and delineated
to provide a safe, controlled zone.
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Queue management, payment verification
and automatic exit gates reduce unauthor
ised exits and backflow. Customers can be
kept at ease by this sensitive solution, and
the store confident that transactions are
completed correctly.
With their appropriate design and reli
able performance, our exit solutions can
release staff resource to provide additional
customer service.
A positive benefit further enhanced by
intuitive handling and low maintenance
requirements.

OPPORTUNITY
MAKES THE THIEF.
AVOID LEADING
INTO TEMPTATION

Every 200th trolley leaves the store without
paying. This is equivalent to more than €250
per household annually.* This constitutes a
major problem for retailers, as well as for the
honest paying consumers who ultimately
have to cover the cost.
A substantial part of the loss comes from
spontaneous shop-lifting. Our exit solutions
provide a visible deterrent to these opportunistic thefts, with a clearly defined checkout process. They will deter misdemeanours
from the start, and avoid embarrassment in
the end.
*Global Retail Theft Barometer 2013-2014

Full SCO compatibility.
Works with all available
POS-systems.

Scanners can read
QR and barcodes,
on-screen or from printed receipts.

Scanner connected
gates creates a protected
checkout area and
verifies payment.
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SCANNING
FOR FUTURE
INNOVATION
The team at ITAB Guidance put
great effort into creating new
efficient solutions and being in
the forefront of smart technology
in customer guidance, flow and
security. In fact a third of our staff
are involved in new product
innovation and development.
An example of this ethos is our Scan
Master-series of exit receipt scanners.
Apart from scanning paper receipts,
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they are designed for future proof flexibility,
accepting both traditional barcodes and
QR-codes. Critically they can also scan
directly from mobile phone screens for
mobile payments.
There are a number of other practical
and technical benefits. The scanners are
flexible in terms of location, with models
available for free standing, gate-top and
wall mounting. They can be integrated
into any POS-systems or can stand-alone,
with payment validating intelligence
built-in.

NS
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FROM LOCAL SHOP
TO SUPERMARKET.
FROM PERFUMERY TO
HARDWARE STORE.
With almost a hundred retail chains on our client
list, we understand the complexities of a retail
business. Your business. Therefore you can count
on us to design reliable and effective entrance,

EXITFLOW
ExitFlow is a combination of our popular
AlphaGate with receipt scanners
and smart controls for self-checkout
environments. Scanners available as
stand-alone poles or mounted gate-top.
Control via POS-connection or built-in
receipt validation.

guidance and exit solutions.
Layouts customised to the movement patterns
of your shoppers, space allowances to accommodate your goods, and safety features relevant
to the nature of your business.
We also deliver customised designs to reflect
your brand, such as timber rails for hardware
stores, or more refined, elegant materials
for perfumery outlets.

CERTIFIED INSTALLERS
Our network of installation and
service teams has excellent
coverage in Europe. All technicians are fully trained across
our product range.

PRODUCTION & DELIVERY
We produce the majority of our
range ourselves. The only way
to guarantee full production
control and a reliable delivery
performance.

SUPPORT AGREEMENT
In most of our markets we
offer support agreements which
provide both prompt response
times for service and preventive
maintenance plans.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION
We always strive to design our
products for quick installation
and simplemaintence with easy
access, minimized cabling and
self-explanatory configuration.

EASYGATE
EasyGate is an affordable automatic gate with
90 degrees opening and modern design. Versatile
construction for back-to-back mounting, smart rail
connecitions with integrated electric wiring. Built-in
LED indicators and audible alarm alert at irregular
passage attempts. Panic opening with manual reset.
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TICKETING
System for que management through
ticketing and display for call forward.

SIGMAGATE
Our top-of-the-line gate unites slim, exclusive design
with advanced features. The construction with sliding
doors requires less space and offers both secured
access and customer safety. Panic opening feature
and optional built-in scanner.

IN-QUEUE MERCHANDISING
A broad range of shelves, baskets, bowls and
hooks in a modular design to fit any area.

ALPHAGATE
Our AlphaGate is a well-known and proven
design with premium features. Offers 180° action,
an anti-panic function with automatic reset and
both stand-alone mode and POS-connectivity.

MECHANICAL GATES
Mechanical gates are available as standard Push Gate – with spring return
feature, as Bi-directional Gate – opening in both directions with automatic
return to controlled position, and as Emergency Gate – that opens
90 degress in any direction in panic mode and remains open until reset.

SCREEN WALLS AND DAMAGE PROTECTION
We offer a broad range of screen walls to direct traffic in retail.
Screens as transparent, laquered or in wood designs. Poles and
rails in metal or laquered in RAL colours. A wide range of bumper
rails and corner protections available to suit any shop fitting.

SALES SUPPORT
We have representation for sales, service and
installation in all of Europe. Experienced and well
educated staff will help you to get the perfect
solution in both functional and economic aspects.
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ITAB GROUP CREATES, DEVELOPS,
MANUFACTURES AND INSTALLS
COMPLETE SHOP FITTING CONCEPTS AND
SOLUTIONS FOR RETAIL CHAIN STORES.

ITABs all-inclusive offering includes custom-made fitting concepts,
innovative solutions for the checkout arena, and professional
lighting systems. We add our shop expertise to our client’s specific
objectives and achieve remarkable results in reliable, professional
and long-term business partnerships. With 3.600 employees and
presence in 30 countries around Europe we are a major contractor,
fitting entire chains of stores in both food and non-food retailing.
ITAB Shop Concept is listed on OMX Nordic Exchange in Stockholm.

Creating the ultimate shopping
experience, close to you.

Vertrieb Schweiz & Österreich:
Pataco AG
Looäcker 1 · 9247 Henau ∙ Schweiz
Int. Freecall: +800 7282 2624
www.pataco.swiss ∙ info@pataco.com

ITAB Guidance AB
Box 9054, 550 09 Jönköping
Instrumentvägen 2 (Besöksadress)
Tel 036 299 46 00 • www.itab.se

